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Description

Every single mRNA vaccine is a synthetic virus, according to Dr. Judy Mikovits.

“Every single vaccine is a synthetic virus. Every single shot is a synthetic virus, a cancer. It grows
unlimited and you injected the DNA, you injected the RNA, you injected the blueprint of another
animal,” the controversial biomedical research scientist told host Clay Clark during the April 15 episode
of the “Thrive Time Show” on Brighteon.TV.

“Every single injection is a synthetic lipid nanoparticle. That’s what the mRNA vaccines are. Only this
one is totally synthetic.”

Synthetic lipid nanoparticle is made from monkey cell lines

Mikovits said every shot containing the synthetic lipid nanoparticle is made from monkey cell lines and
that this is what they call gain of function. (Related: Dr. Mikovits: SARS-CoV-2 is actually a lab-made 
monkey cell virus, readily deployed through the flu, MMR and polio vaccine supply.)

She explained that a synthetic lipid nanoparticle is a lipid or fat particle that is less than 100
nanometers, which has RNA or DNA in it that gives instructions for what proteins to make and what it is
supposed to do.

Clark presented video clips of World Economic Forum (WEF) founder Klaus Schwab speaking at the
EXPO 2020 in Dubai last March 29, along with and Dr. Yuval Noah Harari.

“They were talking about the fourth industrial revolution, the Great Reset, people being monitored all
the time and hacking human beings,” Clark noted.He then asked Mikovits how she would unpack the
statements made by Schwab and Harari.
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The New York Times best-selling author said people like Schwab and Harari are trying to play God by
pushing the Great Reset and transhumanism. Mikovits added that the globalists have been genetically 
modifying food, humans and animals for the last 40 years. She also took note of the experiments that
started with HIV-AIDS and is now seen in the SARS-CoV-2, which really didn’t cause the Wuhan
coronavirus (COVID-19).

She noted that the three greatest plandemics in our time, namely HIV, XMRV and SARS –
experimentations that globalists started – showed they still couldn’t be God.

People need good clean food to build a lifelong robust immunity

The biomedical research scientist said the God-given immune system beats all diseases, and that is
what the globalists are afraid of right now. She added that people need good clean food to build a
lifelong robust immunity.

Mikovits pointed out that having a good immune system will enable people to recover and live well.
She also emphasized the importance of keeping the immune system well, aside from maintaining
healthy skin, keeping the brain well, eating clean food, exercising and trusting God.

The best-selling author also said no vaccine has ever worked because it doesn’t give you God-given
immunity.

Clark mentioned that Mikovits had said before that the three most effective ways to deal with the
COVID scenario are to stop watching mainstream media that are filling people’s minds with poison;
stop wearing a mask; and never getting another vaccine.

Mikovits stressed that people should never get another vaccine because they are all GMO or
genetically modified organisms. She noted that every person has a sensitive gene that is God-given
and that people didn’t evolve from monkeys.

Clark told his viewers to look at things with eyes wide open at the truth. He said that one way to look at
the truth is by Mikovits’ books, which he said are eye-opening. The “Thrive Time Show” host said he
recommends reading Mikovits’ books because people need to know the truth about medical fraud and
scientific fraud.

 

Watch the full April 15 episode of the “Thrive Time Show” below. Catch new episodes of the program
from Monday to Friday at 3:30-4 p.m. on Brighteon.TV.
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